Alexandre Yersin Scholarship (Master, all disciplines)
Call for applications!

For more than 20 years, Alexandre Yersin Scholarship has been offering merit-based grant to the best students of Hong Kong and Macau who want to study in France.

The grants offered by the Consulate General of France in Hong Kong and Macau comprise:

- Living allowance of 660€ per month;
- Access to social welfare, public liability and repatriation insurance;
- One year of Master 1 or Master 2. To renew your scholarship for M2, a new application is required (Grant period cannot exceed 2 years);
- Accommodation help and social and cultural activities guide;
- 50% off for Intensive French class at Alliance Française before departure.

Eligibility

- Hong Kong or Macau permanent resident;
- Not having French nationality or a double citizenship including French;
- Planning to get a national Master degree or equivalent in France;
- No concurrent scholarships;
- Non french speaking awardees are required to take a french classes during their studies in France.

- NOT eligible: PhD students, short-term period stay (as trainees or summer courses) applicants, or a stay within an exchange program at a French institution.

Apply now! (application deadline: 17 May 2020)

Please contact sciences@consulfrance-hongkong.org for application and inquiries.
Scan the QR code to learn application procedure: